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SILVER CITY, N. M., WEDNESDAY,

ILLINOIS CONVENTION.

APRIL 24, 1895.

PRICE

5 CENTS

There has been no movement in this accoid with the financial policy of the
country of recent years that has been administration, but there is no doubt
given such an impetus as the demand that Gresham, like other memliers of
Monometallists Are Doing Considerfor the free coinage of silver during the the cabinet, lielieves that the adoption
able Worrying Just Now.
of the free coinage of silver, at a ratio of
past six months.
The calling of the Illinois state con 16 to 1, as a party policy, would be dis
The Silver Movement in Illinois in
vention is regarded by old politicians as astrous.
ah n Manter Stroke by
There is not much doubt that demo
the master stroke of the extreme free
Practical Politicians.
silver men. Illinois is happily located crats holding office under the adminis
for a field of operations. It is regarded tration will participate in the Illinois
What is now called the' Illinois move- as one of the industrial states, to the ex contest, but it is not yet settled whether
ment continues to worry and interest tent that its industries are diversified the members of the cabinet will go on
the politicians. The repnhlicans seem and embrace commerce, manufacture the stump. It is my own opinion that
to lie as much interested as the demo- and agriculture. The state is easy of when the compaign
becomes warm
crats, as many astute and
access to the stump speakers and agita- Gresham, Carlisle and Morton will be
western republicans are inclined to be- tors, and its action is expected to have found on the stump with AYike, Eckles
lieve that if the Illinois democracy de- immense influence on the surrounding and Jones. The influence of the conclared flatly for the free and unlimited commonwealths.
test on the political fortunes of William
coinage of silver at 16 to 1 many western
It is believed here that the silver men It. Morrison attracts the most personal
republicans will abandon their party, had made arrangements for a thorough attention here. It seems to have been
unless the republican party declares campaign before the state committee is accepted as a certainty for some time
likewise. One man of national promi- sued a call for the convention.
past that Colonel Morrison would be
nence declared in my hearing today that
One member of the cabinet was blunt presented by the Illinois democracy for
eight-tentof the democratic partv ly informed by a western friend that president in the next national convenfavored the old ratio and eight-tenth- s
of if the administration
liecame iden- tion. It is pretty well understood here
the republican party favored the single tified with the fight against silver in Colonel Morrison is not in favor of the
gold standard.
Illinois, many men who did not believe policy of the extreme silver men. While
I do not think that this is a correct es- in the 16 to 1 coinage of silver would lie is known as a friend of sliver and an
timate of the attitude of either the dem join with the extreme advocates of that advocate of an enlarged use of silver in
ocratic or republican party on the coin movement in order to get a whack at our currency, he is opposed to free coinage question. There is no doubt in my the administration.
I am told that age at a ratio of 16 to 1, for the reason
mind that there are more democrats than President Cleveland still liclieves that that he is convinced that this govern
republicans in favor of free coinage; but his administration is popular with the ment alone could not maintain the parto assert that the republican party is people at large, but the memlier of the ity of the metals, and that a depreciated
practically for the single gold standard cabinet, especially those from the south currency would be the result. The
is a palpable mistake. The western re- and west, fear that at the present the severest censure of President Cleveland
publicans, like the western democrats, administration is not loved by the mass by western and southern democrats has
are friendly to silver and the eastern es of the people. But, leaving out of the proceeded from the fact that he accept
democrats, like the eastern republicans question the popularity or unpopularity ed the nomination on the Chicago plat
prefer the single gold standard. The of the administration, it is argued that form, which was construed by them to
southern republicans, too, are like their the cabinet officers, being democrats, be a declaration in favor of free coinage.
western brethern, friendly to silver have a right to participate in the discus Those who know Colonel Morrison are
The new senator from North Carolina, sion of a great public question, the do well aware that he would not accept the
Pritchard, is a free coinage man, and so cisión of which may have a
presidential nomination on a platform
is Congressman Tom Settle of the same influence on the future of the party.
that he did not approve and intend to
state, who is a hereditary republican
force to in the event of his election.
give
Mor
and
Secretary
Secretary Carlisle
Public men generally are inclined to be- ton have frequently been invited by the
O'Brien Moore in St. Louis Republic.
lieve that the silver question will have democrats of Illinois to address them on
A rise of a few more cents an ounce in
to be met squarely during the ensuing the issues of the day. Secretary Gresham
price of silver will enable miners to
the
two years, as its extreme advocates will was appointed to the cabinet from 111 i
to work in the mines at Georgetown
go
not tolerate further postponment and nois, and has never yet had an oppor
again on a large scale. In past years
they are numerous enough to force fight tunity to address an audience as a dem
Georgetown was one of the most import
ing. The new silver movement is en- ocratic statesman. Illinois democrats
ant silver mining camps in the southgineered by very different men from the here are now telling Judge Gresham
west and the mines there are far from
leaders of the populist party. The bi that his opportunity of becoming ac
being worked out.
of
metallic league has plenty of money in quainted with his
The order of Knights of Pythias of the
its treasury while the treasurer of the Illinois has arrived, and that it is right
grand domain of New Mexico now numpopulist party is jcrpetuiilly broke. and duty to participate in making the ere alwut 2,000.
There are evidences, too, that the silver party policy in his state. There are
The U. S. court of private land claims
campaign is being conducted by maptera many people here who believe that Judge opens a long session at Santa Fe on
in the arts of organization and agitation. Gresham has not ahvavs Ikhmi in entire Mav 14.
far-seei-

fellow-democra- ts
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While there he chanced to meet Gilbert
Ray, the missionary's son. Gilbert had
long wanted a bow and arrowsof genuine
Indian make so, taking a bow and arrows, he asked the price. Long Bow
gravely marked off the joints of his fore
finger. Gilbert had learned enough of Indian signs, to understand that Long Bow
wanted a dollar for the boiv and arrows.
Gilbert told the Indian boy to wait
until he returned. Gilbert rushed home,
into his father's study and asked his fa
ther for a dollar, which he promised Gil
bert for planting potatees.
His father told him to take a dollar
from his purse. An hour later when the
good missionary had finished his work,
he was somewhat surprised when he ex
amined his purse. He called Gilbert
and asked him whether he had taken a
dollar bill or a silver dollar. Gilliert re
plied that it was a silver dollar.
Mr. Ray told Gilbert that it was a
counterfeit dollar, that had been palmed
off on him a few days before, and the
Indian boy would think that Gilbert
had tried to cheat him. Mr Ray was
right for it did not take Long Bow long
to find out that the dollar was a liogus

as he grunted out an acknowledgement

thanks.
The old Indian and his squaw being
away, the tepee was thus left to the four
young folks. As Gilbert and Elsie had
picked up a little of the Sionx tongue,
and the Indians knew considerable English, they managed to have a lively
conversation.
Blue Feather shyly told of the pride
she had in her new dress, and the little
white girl showed her how she might
sew up an ugly tear in her skirt.
Long Bow with dignified condescension explained to Gilbert bow he twisted
his bow strings. Thus the time passed
away, and before they hardly knew it,
the sun shone again.
Casting many a smiling glance back-warGilbert and Elsie rode away. As
Long Bow gazed after their retreating
forms, there was a thoughtful look on
his dusky face, a look full of suddenly
awakened ambition, and turning to his
sister, who was patiently trying to sew
the rent in her skirt, as Elsie had directed, he said earnestly, "Sister, the
heart of the missionary's son is white
like liia face, I believe I will go to their
school after all."
one.
Two weeks after this Gilbert and his
Blue Feather clapped her brown hands
sister, Elsie, in taking a ride on their po- in joy as she replied, "Ah my brother
nies were caught in one of those severe you will never regret it." Long Bow
showers that swep down so suddenly on never did regret it, and today were you
the rolling plains of Dakota. Drenched to see his dusky face all aglow with an
by rain, pelted by hail stones, buffeted intelligence that has been stimulated by
here and there by the shrieking wind, kind and careful treatment; were you to
little wonder that delicate Elsie became hear him read and speak English, you
frightened aild tearful.
Reaching a could not deny that no matter how degrowth of cotton woods, they found a bet- graded a race may 1h, by dealing with it
ter shelter than they had anticipated, for fairly anil helpfully, ever keeping in
here was a tepee, and its shelter of skins mind the blessed Golden Rule, one may
was not to be despised.
elevate that race and glorify its future
Dismounting they tied their ponies by hopes and happiness.
skill, just as the Indian did?
I once heard a story of an Indian boy and hurriedly sought the tepee; the flap
Now this shows that the Indian was
and girl, which I wish to relate to you, of which was drawn aside as they ap- inclined to he honest and this is a step
the girl's name was Blue Feather, and proached. Little Blue Feather in her toward civilization. You have often heard
pink frock, peered out with timid curi-- 1 the saying: "A worm when it is trod on,
her brother's Long Pow.
They lived with their parents in wes osity while back of her was her brother. wil l turn,"and why shouldn't the Indian?
tern Dakota in a tepee, which is a tent- Black as a thunder cloud was the young We could have bought their lands of
like arrangement of poles and skins.
Indian when he recognized Gilbert, and them, and this would have saved a great
Long Bow was clad in a tattered suit he made jesture as to refuse admittance, manv lives.
of buckskin, while his sister wore a pink but the white lad sprang impetuously
Manager W. D. Duke, of the Haggin-Hear- st
calico dress, and braided in her hair were into the tepee, saying in joyous surprise,
interests in this section, is shipa profusion of azure lined feathers. Blue "Well if this isn't lucky, I say aren't you
ping
several
trainloads of stock from
Feather was not lacking in the vanity of the chap who sold me a bow and arrows
her race and sex, but as good may some- not long ago?" Long Bow nodded grim- Gage station to California pastures, printimes come from evil, so vanity may be ly with his eyes all ablaze. "I thought cipally in the vicinity of Bakerslield.
surely the beginning of a strife after better you were," Gillert continued, "I have Several thousand head of stock will be
things. As Blue Feather sat in a shady been hunting for you ever since." Here taken out of New Mexico by the Haggin-Ilearpeople this spring. Mr. Duke
pla-e- ,
alternately sewing on a moccasin, Gilbert paused at the wrathful face of the
and casting glances at her gay image re young Indian, but Elsie came to the res- will shortly remove to Batatrsfieid to
lieved in the river flowing near, there cue, saying in her gentle way; "You see look after the stock interests. His sucwere many thoughts struggling in her my brother didn't know it was bad when cessor for New Mexico has not yet Iwen
untutored mind. She had tried to per- he gave it to you, we felt sorry, then fa named. Doming Headlight.
You can get a copy of Coin's Finansuade her brother to attend the mission- ther said we must try and find you and
cial School free by paying a year's subary school, but he would not consent, as give you another."
he said the pale faces would teach him to
Here Gilbert fumbled in his drenched scription to Tiik Eaoi.k in advance.
lie and cheat.
pockets, and drew forth a bright, silver' Call at the ollice, leave your subscrip-dolla- r,
at. the sight of which the Indian's tion and get a copy of the greatest book
The next day Long Bow walked to
town to sell some bows and arrows. face relaxed into something like a smile, on the silver question ever published.

Which Han the Hetter Right to America?
Written by Mildred Bruhm.
Other people may have a different
opinion from myself, but as I don't intend to give their side of the question, I
will proceed to discuss my opinion.
The Indian has a hetter right to America by the right of possession.
He lived
here years and years ago before the
white man knew there was such a place.
When America was discovered, it was
by accident, for in endeavoring to
find a new way to India, they came
across America, and found it to be a
goodly hind, inhabited by a peaceful
race. Now the white man said, "This
is a weak and uncivilized race, so by the
right of might.civilization and discovery
it is ours." Who can blame the Indian
for resenting this claim ? When Colum
bus discovered San Salvador he found it
inhabited by Indians. Did they try to kill
him? No. They did every thing they
could to make him comfortable. Didn't
William Perm make friends with them?
In all the bloody wars that followed, not
one drop of Quaker blood w as shed by the
Indians. This shows they were inclined
to be a peaceful nation. Had the white
man applied Ins Golden Rule "Do unto
others as ye would they should do unto
you" They would have treated them
the same. If the white man found the
old continents too thickly populated.why
didn't he follow Penn's example, and
buy the land, instead of taking it by
force, and causing so much bloodshed?
. Supposing a nation of giants were to
come to America today, and try to take
it as the white man did, wouldn't he re
sist this assault with all his might tmd
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Illrthday Party.
A very enjoyable party was given at

the Timmer house last Wednesday evenPurely ing in honor of the birthday of Miss
Mattie Johnson, of Lordsburg, who is
one of the pupils of the normal school
A Grldt of Readable Paragraph Which here. There were about thirty persons
present and the evening was spent in
Should Not be Overlooked
lty Our Rendo.
dancing until about midnight when refreshments were eerved.
Dancing was resumed about 1 o'clock
The Eastern Star lodge, of this city but was only kept up for a short time
lias purchased a piano for the lodge when the guests
departed well pleased
room.
with the evening's entertainment.
If you want a copy of the World almanac free send in your suhscription
More work has had to be done than
before the first of May.
was anticipated in getting the Flagler
Dr. R. C. Anderson was appointed works below town in running order and
postmaster at Central, last week.in place the starting up of the smelter there was
of Julius Wellgehausen who resigned a delayed longer than was expected. The
plant will be in operation this week.
few weeks ago.
There are unmistakable signs of an
Six lunatics from this county are conimprovement
in business in this city.
fined in the New Mexico insane asylum
at Las Vegas, and there is one lunatic There is more money in circulation now
than there has been for some months
in the county jail here.
and business men view the situation
Seven hundred head of cattle were
with greater hope than for some time
brought in from the rail N ranch last
past.
Thursday for shipment. Cattle buyers
There was a very pleasant surprise
are thick and cattle are in good demand.
party
at the residence of A. D. Ross last
One of the oldest residents of this city,
Thursday evening. Last Thursday was
Robert Black, says that the heaviest
Mr. Ross's birthday and Mrs. Ross insnow he ever saw here fell 21 years ago
vited a number of friends to help celeyesterday. Sixteen inches of snow fell
brate it which they did in lefitting
that day.
style.
Born, to the wife of Dr. W. II. White,
Grass has started nicely in all parts of
on Monday morning, April 19, 1895, a
the county and all that is needed to
girl. Mother and daughter are doing
make the cattle men of the county hapnicely and the doctor's face is wreathed
py is a good rainfall during the next
in smiles.
four or five weeks so that the ranges
Court is in session in Sierra county. will he kept in good condition
until the
It is believed that the term there will be rainy season sets in.
a very short one. There is but little
The Southern Pacific fast trains, known
criminal business to be disposed of and
as the Sunset limited, have been disconthe court fund is not very large.
tinued. The trains were put on for the
The gold production of this part of accommodation of tourists who went to
New Mexico promises to be considerably California to
spend the winter. The relarger this year than ever before. New sults were entirely satisfactory to
the
mines are continually being opened up Southern Pacific company and the serand the old ones are producing steadily. vice will be resumed next winter.
N. Bell was down from Pinos Altos
John T. Shy, who had one of the hardlast week and stated that ho is running est fights with the Indians of any living
his mill night and day, having plenty of resident of New Mexico, was in
the city
water for all purposes. The mill is pro- last week. He is buying cattle now.
ducing bullion in very satisfactory quan- Old residents of this section will rememtities.
ber the fight Mr. Shy had with a band
There will be a pretty fair crop of of Geronimo'8 Apaches in Novemlier
early peaches in this county after all if 1885 in the Florida mountains south of
there should be no more killing frosts. Doming.
The injury to fruit in this part of the
Roliert Black, one of the members of
territory was not so great as was feared the board of regents of the agricultural
for a time.
college and superintendent of the conCattle buyers are scouring the country struction of the buildings for the subfor cattle now but there are not very station in San Juan county, returned
many marketable cattle on the ranges from the northern part of the territory
in this part of New Mexico which have last week.
The buildings have been
not been sold. Should there be good completed in accordance with the conrains this season there will be thousands tract and Mr. Black has accepted them
of marketable cattle in Grant county and recommended
the payment oí the
contract price to the contractors.
next fall.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.

3

Weekly Crop Report.
The past week has been warm and dry,

averaging a trifle alxve the normal in
temperature. No rain or snow was reported during the week, except a trace
at one or two stations. The week was
favorable to all irrigated crops and for
the progress of farm work. There was
but little wind until Sunday, when high
wind prevailed in the afternoon and
night generally.
The cattle ranges are very much in
need of rain to start up the spring feed
in most parts of the territory. Wheat,
oats and other small grains are reported
to be in good condition, It is probable
that the peach, apricot and nectarine
have been seriously injured in most
parts of the territory by the severe
weather in February, but how seriously
can not be determined for some days
yet.
The outlook for apples, pears,
cherries and plums is very good at present.
Says the Roswell Record: "With the
opening of spring gratifying reports
come from all sections of New Mexico.
The stockmen are happy on account of
the mild winter just passed, with the
small loss of cattle, and the fact that the
price of cattle is higher now than for
years past. The democratic sheep man
smiling too says, 'I told you so;' and the
republican sheep man smiles in spite of
himself over the steady advance in the
price of wool. The farmer happily contemplates his growing crops and the fact
that there is lots of snow in the mountains insuring a reliable water supply
for irrigation. From every mining camp
conies news of fresh discoveries and old
leads getting richer. With all these to
contemplate, the citizens of New Mexico
feel that there is no danger of the wolf
of want invading the sunshine land."

Fargo's $2.50

Taut

C. H. FARGO

& CO.
0

For Sale

NAM,

mfrs.
MARKET

ST. CHICAQO

by

C.C. Shoemaker.
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Herbert Martyr and Harry Hazlowood
Henry Young was here from his rancli
went out to the turquois camp in the
beyond Fort Bayard this week. '
The Eagle a year and the World Al- Burros last Monday.
Mention of People You Do and Do
manac for $2. Send in your subscripSpring and summer clothing at the
Not Know.
tions.
Bank Building Bazaar at prices that will
Frank Willis was in from the western suit. Call and examine. It will pay you.
Other IiitcrcHtlnff Matter Which Can lie
T. N. Childers, assessor of this county,
part of the county last Monday
Read With Frofit Ily All Our
Fresh Strawberries every day at the is busy gathering in the assessment reTownspeople.
Postolfice Emporium.
turns of the tax payers.
Bishop.
Baxter
The choicest, freshest and most comT. S. Heflin was at Albuquerque last
of Kansas City, was plete stock of candies and fruit in the
A.
A.
Jahren,
week.
city at Bishop's Postoffice store.
here last week looking for cattle.
Mrs. J. N. Upton was in the city last
Aaron Schutz has gone to California
All goods are being sold on very small
week.
margins by Aaron Schutz at the Bank for a much needed rest. He will reNew goods just received at RobinBuilding Bazaar.
main there several weeks.
son's.
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Cornell were over
0. C. Iiinman has the sole agency for
Frank Harper was in from the Gila from Fort Bayard last Saturday.
this section for the America Refrigerator,
last Monday.
made. Satisfaction guaranteed.
House and four lots in Black's addi the best
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at tion for sale cheap. Inquire at The
John F. Kious will soon take the place
Martin Matter's.
Eaoi.r office.
recently held by John A. Moses with
James S. Fielder was at Deming last
Thomas Holson was in from his rancli the Lyons & Campbell Ranch" and Cattle
week on business.
company.
near Lone Mountain last Thursday.
If yon want a Parlor stove go to RobA dollar saved is a dollar made. Save
Ladies' dress goods, sateens, lawns,
ami ntliiT Rnrinir and summer
inson's.
your dollars by buying your goods for
this week at. the Bank
received
goods
cash
Baznar.
Building
at
the
Bank
W. F. Lorenz has returned from a trip
Bazaar.
Building
Mrs. Wm. Shine and Miss Muntz
to the Mogollons.
Mrs. W. B. Walton returned last Sunwere
up from the Munson ranch last
e
Fine line of cigars at Bishop's
morning to Deming where she will
day
Friday.
33
store.
until the close of the term of
remain
No Chinese help employed at the
Harry Martin is in this week from, his
Broadway Cafe. It is first class in all its court at Hillsboro.
ranch near Carlisle.
appointments.
Cash purchasers will find it to their
Elegant Sunday dinners are served at
to buy dry goods, toots and
advantage
Mrs. J. S. Fielder was out on the Mim
the Broadway Cafe.
and notions of Aaron Schutz at the
bres last week visiting her mother, Mrs. shoes
Bank Building Bazaar.
Miss Susie Adair was in the city from
J. N. Upton.
W. II. Durkee was in last Monday
Pinos Altos last week.
Books, Stationery, Notions etc at the from Lone Mountain and stated that he
Piano for sale. Price $125. Inquire Postoffice Emporium.
would have a good crop of apricots if
at 1 HE ftAGI.E onice.
Baxter Isishop.
there should Ihí no more killing frosts.
J. A. Anctieta went to IIillsloro yes.
District Clerk Walton lias gone to
Subscribers to The Eaoi.e can get the
terday to attend court.
HillsWo to attend the term of court in World Almanac free by paying a year's
Fresh candies every day at Martin session there.
subscription in advance. Read the ad
Manor s.
Bring your job work to The Eagi.e of vertisement on anot ner page.
W. F. Robinson, of Denver, brother of
Mrs. J. Black and Mrs. Darling will fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at
reasonable
rates.
George Robinson, of this city, was
St.
leave soon for Colorado.
last week. He arrived Thursday
here
Woodson,
Hunter
a representative of
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
the Albuquerque Citizen, was in the and intended to make his brother a visit
Kooinson p.
of several days duration but was called
W. Z. Redding was in the city from city last week.
morning by a
the Mimbres last week.
Send in your subscription to The back to Denver on Sunday
telegram.
World
Eaoi.e
and get the
Almanac free.
Fine line of cutlery just received at
See our offer on another page.
uisiiop's FDstoliiee store.
Mr. and Mrs. II. S. Gillett will soon
C. II. Munson was up from his ranch
leave for Mexico where they will remain
below town yesterday.
for several weeks.
NEWLY REFITTED and FURDon't, read vour neighbor's paper but
at. the Broadway
Take
dinner
Cafe
tor
hAGi.E.
subscrine
inn
NISHED THROUGHOUT.
next Sunday. The tables are supplied
District Attorney Harllee has gone to with the best in the market.
Hillslioro to attend court.
B. F. Gooch and wife were in town The miiimjioment of this popular hotel has
Ihh'ii resumed by Mrs. J. Murk and the
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery from the Mimbres last Saturday. Mr.
pulillc will (hid It FIRST CLASS
at St. George Robinson's.
Gooch has one of the finest ranches on
In every particular.
Cnsar Brock was here last week from the Mimbres.
Hroiidwiiy.Sllver City. N. M.
his ranch out in the Burros.
John Brockman, Pres.
Tiios. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
J. W. Carter, Cashier.
The latest styles of straw hats just,
at the Bank Building Bazaar.
3539.
D. H. Tulloch was here yesterday
from his ranch in the Burros.
Buy your furnishing goods cheap for
cash at the Bank Building Bazaar.
The Bank Building Bazaar, Broadway,
SILVER CITY, N. M.
Main and Texas streets, is the place, to
CAPITAL
$50,000.
goods.
buy your
SURPLUS $14,000.
'Adranre made on Gold and Silver Bullion.
John C. Berry, the Georgetown merDEPOSITS SOLICITED.
chant, was in the city last week.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

PERSONAL PALAVER.

post-offic-

Broadway Hotel.

The Silver City National Bank
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there is no telling whon it may be needed for the protection of the town againBt

The Silver City Fire Department Once fire.
More to the ReHcue.
At the time the fire broke out neither
Last Sunday afternoon about 4 o'clock Mr. Keayes nor Mr. Herndon were in
flames were discovered shooting out of town but Mr. Keayes was coming in and
the corral occupied by Keayes & Hern-do- n saw the fire soon after it first broke out.
on Broadway. The fire alarm was Many tons of hay were badly damaged
promptly sounded and the fire depart- by fire and water, considerable damage
ment responded with the usual prompt- was done to the building and the handness. When the firemen appeared on some tank, which has been used to conthe scene the interior of the building vey oil from the storehouse above the
which is occupied by Keayes & Herndon railroad station to merchants in town,
for the storage of hay and grain was a was completely shorn of its beauty.
mass of flames.
Those who were unac- Both building and contents were in-

quainted with the efficiency of the fire
department liad not the remotest idea
that the building could be saved but
within half an hour the fire was completely out.
Just how the fire originated is not
known, but it is supposed that some
boys must have been in the building and
that the fire must have been started from matches carelessly thrown
away
or from cigarette
stumps
thrown down in the hay. A large
wagon tank, belonging to the Continental Oil company was standing in the
building and it was partially filled with
oil. This ignited and at once filled the
building with flames which were immediately noticed by people in different
parts of town. Mrs. J. J. Sheridan gave
the alarm.
The firemen found the whole interior
of the building ablaze.
The heat from
the burning oil was intense and this was
augmented by the burning hay and the
dry wood of the interior of the building
which was all on fire. A deluge of
water was poured into the building and
the firemen pulled the burning tank of
oil out into the street where it could do
no more damage. After that had Ixien
done they made short work of the fire.
Silver City firemen have never been
called upon to brave a greater danger
than they faced last Sunday afternoon.
A tank of burning oil, liable to explode
at any moment and scatter its flaming
contents in all directions, is not to bo contemplated with pleasure by those whose
duty calls them to action in its immediate vicinity, but this did not deter the
Silver City firemen from prompt and decisive action. It may be safely asserted
that no town in New Mexico can boast
of a better fire department than the one
which always reponds promptly when
the sound of the fire bell is heard from
the tower on the fire house on Broadway.
The necessity for new hose wa9 shown
at this fire when the hose burst and
weakened the pressure. Much of the
hose now in use is more than six years old
and Chief Skelly says that it is liable to
give out at any time, thus rendering the
department powerless to fight a fire.
New hose should le provided at once as

sured, the former by the owner, Mr.
Abraham, and the latter by Keayes &
Herndon.
Carlisle bids fair to be a very lively
camp More the end of the year. A
good deal of work will Iwdone there this
summer and, if the expectations of those
interested should be realized, the camp
will again become a large producer.
Ramon Ramos killed a man by the
name of Sedertano Val verde. It is supposed to have leen the result of jealousy.
Ramos used an axe to do the deed with.
The tragedy took place at Hatch, six
miles from here, on Tuesday night. The
head was almost severed from the body.
They were all Mexicans. The murderer
is supposed to have crossed the line into
old Mexico.
Rincón Weekly.
Mr. Joseph Merk a pioneer horticulturist of 30 years experience came up
from Deming last week to plant 50,000
fruit trees on the ranch owned by Prof.
Miles. Mr. Merk says that there is no
lietter soil or fruit growing section in
the world than can be found in this
neighliorhood. Mr. Merk intends starting a nursery here so as to make Rincón
a distributing oint for this part of the
territory. Rincón Weekly.
W. A. Heather, the newly appointed
postmaster at Cliff was here this week
getting his bond ready to send in to the
postoflice department.
He expects that
it will be aliout a month k'fore he gets
his commission and can take charge of
the office. He intends to put in a good
outfit of boxes and other postoffiee furniture. He is going to have Cliff on a
par with the best of the fourth class
olfices in this part of the territory.
The Siempre Vive whist club met at
the residence of W. C. Poterfield last
Saturday evening and Miss Koehler and
Mr. J. J. Kelly succeeded in taking the
first prizes after a very enjoyable time
spent in determining who the best players were. After the playing for the evening had Wen finished, the guests did
ample justice to the refreshments which
the hostess had provided. Strawberries
and cream, cake and coffee disapjeared
with great rapidity, for a few moments,
after which the invited guests departed
well pleased with the entertainment.
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THE PERALTA GRANT.
The Government Is now Ready for the
Trial of Thin Cane.
S. Mallett Prevost, an eminent New
York attorney who was employed some
time ago by Attorney General Olney to
assist in the Peralta grant case which is
soon to be tried in the land court at

Santa Fe, returned from Spain last week.
He had been there to get evidence in the
case with Judge Stone, one of the members of the land court.
This case is the most important one
before the land court and is for the largest tract of land ever claimed under a
land grant in this country. The claim
is for over 12,000,000 acres of land, the
most of which lies in the territory of
Arizona. It extends far enough west to
include Phoenix and takes in the best
mineral lands in the territory. It includes all the land between Phrenix and
Silver City and also includes this place.
The claimant, James Addison Peralta
Reavis, has been at work formany years
getting evidence in support of his case
and it is stated by the attorneys for the
government that most of the witnesses
who have given in their testimony in
support of the claim are perjurers, but
that this fact will 1 difficult to prove
for the reason that several of the important witnesses are dead.
The government agents and attorneys
have been searching the records in Spain
and Mexico for many months and express themselves as entirely satisfied
with the work done on the part of the
government. Reavis has been to the expense of many thousands of dollars in
getting up his case and some of the most
eminent attorneys in the United States
are engaged in the prosecution of the
claim; It is estimated that the land
embraced in the claim is worth at the
least calculation $100,000,000.
It has often been asserted that Grant
county land titles were not clouded, but
of the
d
this grant covers about
entire area of the county and includes
the best part of it. It appears to be the
opinion of the attorneys on the government side of the case that the government will win, but this, of course, is a
matter of opinion. Should the claimant
of the grant win the case the government
would have to indemnify the holders of
government titles to lands within the
grant, except those who have already
obtained quit claim deeds from Reavia.
one-thir-

A man by the name of McCloud had
both feet badly smashed while trying to
steal a ride from Nutt to Silver City last
Tuesday night. He Ixdongs to Cripple
Creek, Colorado. Mr. Andres the station agent at Nutt did all he could to
make the poor fellow comfortable until
the railroad company could have him
moved to Silver City to be taken care of
where he now is. Rincón Weeklv.
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New Stock Yards.
CLEVELAND'S IDEA.
The new Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Some Interesting Items From The Liberal. stock yards, two miles Bouth of the city, He Thinks the Gold lings Need a Plain
and Simple Argument for "Sound
are nearly completed; in fact, shipments
Money."
of
have
commenced, sixteen car loads
Work will commence the last of this
week or the first of next on the five cattle having already been shipped from
Cleveland has sent a reply to the Chiclaims at Carlisle which Wm. Thomas that point to the Chicago market.
employes are now engaged cago business men who recently asked
recently bonded to Mr. Griffith, and Twenty-thre- e
will be continued till those interested finishing up the timber work and pro- him to visit the city, declining the inviding for water supply. The stock pens vitation, but expressing himself entirely
are satisfied with the showing.
He
largo compart in accord with their sentiments.
Geo. D. McDonald, of Carlisle, went consist of twenty-thre- e
down to El Paso yesterday with a small ments and occupies a space 400x300 feet, says: "My attachment to the cause of
shipment of high grade ore that is being and besides the large acequia and pump sound money and the wholesome finanshipped for the purpose of seeing how it engine, a well has been sunk eighteen cial doctrine is so great that personal inwill run. It is thought it will run in feet, an abundant flow of water being clination is strongly in favor of accept
the neighborhood of five thousand dol- found at that depth, and a windmill is ing, but my judgment and estimate of
erected thereon. Most of the material the proprieties of my official place oblige
lars to the ton.
The change in the divisions that put used is from the former yards at Wallace, me to forego the enjoyment of particiLordsburg at the end of a division of the which place has been abandoned as a pating in the occasion you con emplate.
Southern Pacific instead of being at the cattle shipping point. The new yards It is dangerous to overlook that vatt
end of the
lias made quite a are admirably situated for the purpose number of people with scant opportunsupply ity to examine the money question, who
change in town. There are now from intended, and as a never-failin- g
forty to fifty railroad men here all the of water is assured it will soon become have been ingeniously pressed with
time where formerly there were about one of the most important shipping specious suggestions which in this time
points on the system. Albuquerque of misfortune and depression find willhalf a dozen.
ing listeners. What is needed is a plain
Con Sullivan, who has been one of the Citizen.
well known miners of Grant county dur
Miners at Pinos Altos expect that and simply presentation of argument in
ing the past ten or twelve years, left for when the smelter at the Flagler works favor of sound money. If our people
California Monday. He savs he does starts up there will be a market for Pinos were isolated from all others and if the
not intend to return to Grant county, Altos ore which will permit the mines question of currency could be treated
but he also says there is a certain fascina there to be worked more extensively without regard to relations with other
countries, its character would be a mattion about thia section of the country than they are now.
ter comparatively of little importance.
that is so strong that he has doubts
People in the Gila valley were brought
about his being able to permanently into speaking communication with the An insidious attempt is made to create
stay away. We look for him back in the residents of this city for the first time prejudice against advocates of safe and
sound currency by the insinuation that
fall.
last Wednesday when telephone connec
P. II. McDermott returned from his tion was made for the first time between they belong to financial and business
classes and are therefore not only out of
trip to San Francisco Monday. While the Gila river and Silver City.
sympathy with the common people of
there he sold his Carlisle mine to Max
Fat stock is scarce in this part of the the land, but for selfish and wicked purWasserman, a noted capitalist of that
territory now and butchers are having a poses are willing to sacrifice the interests
city, II. W. Child making the deal.
hard time to get fat cattle for their mark of those outside their circle. This can
Messrs. Child and Wasserman arrived
ets. A big alfalfa pasture near town really be only a matter of degree as the
from San Francisco yesterday, en route
would 1 a profitable piece of projerly. one who has more wealth is
thus more
to Carlisle. Mr. McDermott states that
Aaron Schutz was called to El Paso affected by things for the good of all
he sold for a satisfactory price, a portion
of which was paid down, and the balance last week by a telegram announcing the the people in the safe character of
illness of Mrs. Schutz there. Mrs. currency. The line of battle is drawn
payable on the first of July.
A party of engineers arrived in town Schutz improved so that they were able between the forces of safe currency
and those of silver monometallism.
the first of the week and immediately to return last Friday.
D. P. Carr was down from Pinos Altos I do not believe if the people are
left for Carlisle. They gave it out that
they had come to look the country over last Saturday. He is getting his house- afforded the opportunity for sober
to see if it was feasible to build an elec hold goods ready to ship to Cerrillos thought, they will sanction schemes
undermining the foundation of safe
tric road from Carlisle to this point where he will go to reside.
currency."
Persons who are well acquainted with
La Belle mining camp, in Colfax counthe country say that an electric road ty, is having a rush of prospectors and
Max Schutz has gone east on a busi- could be built connecting the two places capitalists.
.
ness trip.
much cheaper than an ordinary roai
could be built, and that it would be The
CLARKmuch cheaper to operate than a steam
road. It is probable that work will
WHITSON-LEITC- H
commence on the road in the near future.

LORDSBURG

NOTES.

sub-divisi-

-

Aiva Mason sold a one-hainterest
in the Bear Creek mine at Pinos Altos
last week to Dr. G. N. Wood, of this
place. The price paid was $2,500.
lf

MUSIC CO.

EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N St.,
119 San Francisco St.
SOS Railroad Avenue.
There is not much being done at Cook's
Peak now but a further rise of a few
cents an ounce in the price of silver will Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
enable miners there to resume operations
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
on an extensive scale.
Write thera for catalogue of new stylo Piano3, Today.
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ABUNDANT MOISTURE.
New Mexico

Once Unci Copious Kiilnfiill
mid Muy Hnve It Again.

It is important to' discover the cause
that leads to the arid wastes of the southwest. Some attribute it to one cause,
while others believe otherwise.
New
Mexico, Arizona and western Texas are
not exceptions, for even greater aridity
is found on other portions of the glolrn.
The historian teaches us that at one
time an ample preciptation occurred in
the south of Europe, where at the present day, irrigation is indispensable to
the propagation of plant life; the same
authorities tell us that the portions of
France and Spain where irrigation is
now necessary, in the days of Ceasar,
were densely clothed with forests. With
the disappearance of the forests no doubt
sterility followed.
In New Mexico,

APRIL

U,

1895.

occurrence and the precipitation would
become more general.
The use of gasoline engines and hot
air engines, where available, could also
be employed profitably to raise water to
the surface. This system of obtaining
water for irrigation purposes is now being profitably pursued by Major Noyes
Rand, at El Paso. The same method
could be successfully employed in numerous localities in New Mexico now relegated to sterility, notably, on portions of
the San Augustine plains and second
bottom lands of the Rio Grande. Prof.
Longuemare in Deming Headlight.

7

ta Vife km

Parties in from the Rio Grande say an
Coin's Financial School
immense flow of water is going down at
persent, and if the chilly weather up the
has mude more converts to tho silcountry continues much longer the warm
sun in May will start a flood to the low ver cause than any other publicaer vallev. AlKMt Cochiti the river is no tion. We will send it free to any
longer fordable. New Mexican.
one paying a year's subscription to
The damatre done to fruit by late Thk Eagle in advance. Send $2
within the past 50 years, the fact has
k'en established, that the destruction of frosts in the vicinity of Las Cruces is and get The Eaglk and this valuforest growth in canons and upon the less than was supposed a few days ago.
able book. Address
slopes and summits of ranges has caused
Thk Eaglk,
the streams and springs of the localities W. D.
Silver City, N. M.
to diminish in volume, and evidences
OF
AND
P.REEDER
IMPORTER
are numerous throughout New Mexico
today, establishing the fact that at one
PURE ITALIAN BEES.
GUADALUPE MENDOZA,
time the territory, during the latest gC0'
REPAIRING NEATLY
Also a full lino of Apiary Supplies of Leahy
logical divisions of time, was covered by
AND
at. their Prices.
Co.,
M'f'K
thick forest growth and supplied with
PROMPTLY DONE.
Ont- Amateur lieu Hook for Hef,'liiners2rc.
abundant moisture from springs and nlnfiuo r'ree.
Prices reasonable, and
streams, due to local precipitation; that
satisfaction guaranteed.
Box 6, Sal'ford, Ariz.
Shop on Yunkle Street.
these happy conditions coidd be restored
is far from being impossible. But it is
F.
not a speculation that will be greedily
P.ATTT TT
Vfl T?ITt
r u.i iiuutj
nú
i Li
seized by enterprising seekers after in- FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
vestments that pay immediate interest
INSURANCE.
E.
upon the capital invested, for it woul
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
require many years to once more clothe
NOTAKY PlUlI.IC.
I promise you faithfully. In the Ions run.
the barren portions of New Mexico with
you shall save half your money, hy having
your
work neatly and promptly dono to suit
verdure and foliage. That it is the duty
Office at
yourself, at E. UOSEN HERO'S
MEXICO.
of the present generation to take the
Silver City, N. M.
SILVER CITY, NEW
necessary steps to accomplish this end
there is no doubt. Among the immedi
ate measures to obtain that object which
strikes the mind, is the preservation of
Proprietor o I' the
the forest growth that now exists in the
canons and gulches of the southwest
8
'4
l'rotection lroni lorest tires is also an
imperative necessity, rorests exercise
a powerful influence upon the pernia
1
I
nency of springs and of running streams -by their sheltering foliage and also act
as wind brakes, thus being a two fold
inlluence to prevent the rapid evapora
tion of the moisture resulting from rain
and snow.
Flowing artesian water in numerous
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
localities upon the mesa of New Mexico
would also possess a powerful influence
in restoring to the southwest its lost forests and verdure, and gradually the
increase in circumferoases would
in
ence, the dry atmosphere of the southWn onlwiit trrtlli Vn i All il (TO
west would liecome more moist, rains i nj u kiin 1!mi' wii I7T TT TfP
j
i
would fall more frequently, electrical
BULLARD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
phenomenon would be a more frequent
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are very much concerned as to the
Should the Illinois democrats come
every Wednesday Morning by out squarely in favor of the free and un
A. J. LOOM IS.
limited coinage of silver at the ratio of
16 to 1, there is no doubt but that they
Entered lit tlio postolTice lit Silver City,
N. M., (or transmission through the malls lit will be able to carry the state by a large
second class rates.
Published

majority at the nextelection, and should
the silver men succeed in controlling
the next democratic national convention and place in nomination for president a man of undoubted devotion to tho
silver cause, on a platform declaring for
the free and unlimited coinage of silver,
the electoral vote of every western and
southern state would lie given to the
democratic candidate.
In order to prevent the bringing about
of such a result it is quite necessary for
the monometallists to discover "a plain
and simple presentation of argument"
As the
in favor of monometallism.
monometallists have not yet been able
to discover or invent such an argument,
it might be well for them to offer a re
ward which would induce some genius
to set his wits to work in their kihalf.

OHlco on Yimklo Street between Texas and

Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.

.....
....

Subscription Hatos, Postage Prepaid:

Ono your
Six months

Three months
SILVER

CITY, N.

M

Al'HIL

Silver

24,

$3.00
j.oo
,50
1805.

(J6

Lend

2.95

195.
fact remains that the people of this city
agreed to pay the amount and the real
question at issue is whether this city can
afford to refuse the payment of the debt
so incurred.
No one will now deny the fact that a
great mistake was made in promising to
pay anything toward the construction of
the railroad, but the promise was made
and the taxpayers of the city may be
obliged to make it good even if the at
tempt should be made to avoid the pay
ment of the bonds. In such a case the
taxpayers would not only 1 obliged to
pay the bonded indebtedness but they
would be called on to pay a pretty penny to the lawyers as well.

GREAT TRUTH.
Cleveland has declined the invitation of the Chicago monometallists
to go to Chicago and help them out. In
his letter of declination, which is
printed on another page, he says that
what is needed is a plain and simple
presentation of argument in favor of
THE BOND QUESTION.
sound money.
A greater and more
A prominent resident of this city, who
truth
has not been uttered by Mr. Cleveland was here liefore the railroad was thought
since he has been in the presidential of, puts the railroad bond case in a terse
chair. The great need of the monomet way. He says: "I consider this bond
allists is a plain and simple argument in question in the same wav that I would
favor of their side of the question but, consider a debt I might make at one of
unfortunately for them, no Moses lias I our groceries by buying a bill of goods
yet lieen discovered who can invent such and having them delivered at mv door
an argument to deliver them from the and giving my note for payment. If it
hands of the common people. They are should afterwards be discovered that the
well aware of the fact that their day of note was dated on Sunday I would not
judgment is fast approaching.
Their lie legally bound to pay it. These IkiikIs
assertions have lieen accepted by the were issued in consideration of the rail
masses of the people as facts and their road Iteing built to this place. We re
platitudes have been taken as arguments, ceieved and accepted the goods and now
but the time has arrived when they need we ought to pay the bill." He added
"a plain and simple presentation of
"I don't want to have to have anything
to do with a man who will pay nothing
The silver question has lxen tempor- except what he is compelled to pay by
ized with anil the silver men have lecn law."
treated a cranks who could be easily
This is one way of looking at the rail
controlled until the monometallists fan- road liond question and it is certainly an
cied that no danger was to h appre- honest way of looking at it. The people
hended from a further agitation of the here were eager for the railroad and
silver question. Indeed, there are prom- were willing to do anything in order to
inent politicians in the east who are not have it built to this point. Had they
yet convinced that the silver movement not lxn so eager they would undoubtJs anything but a side issue, but the edly have had the railroad without makmore astute politicians see that there is ing any agreement to aid in the construcdanger of an overwhelming political tion of it. They make a mistake, but
.
.1
nvanincne in .11110 near muiré. Demo the leading citizens of the town at that
cratic leaders in the west are taking ac time thought that they were doing just
tive steps tT get the party committed to the right thing. They agreed to aid in
the free coinage of silver before the meet the construction of the railroad to the
ing of the national convention next year, extent of $50,000. The road was built
and tho first great battle will
fought and was accepted by t he persons authorin Illinois with chances very much in ized on behalf of the city to accept it
favor of the free coinage men winning and now the payment of the lionds is
the day. Within the past ten davs sought to 1m3 avoided on the ground that
there has Inteii much uneasiness mani the Imnds were illegal. On this point
tested in the ranks of the inonometallists there is a difference of oinion. The
and it is not dill'iouR to see that they bonds may or may not lie illegal but the
A
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WHO'LL BELL THE CAT!
The mouse that conceived the idea of
putting a bell on the cat in order to prevent the great mortality in the mouse
family was a brilliant fellow, but the
trouble with the plan was to get a volunteer to put the bell on.
For some time "Coin's Financial
School" has threatened the extermination of the race of gold bugs and the yellow headed pests have leen casting about
It
for some plan of
has, at last, been discovered. No plan
could be more simple. They projiose to
write an answer to the little liook and
every gold bug is urging every other gold
bug to write the answer. Its popularity
would be immense. Its publisher would
make a fortune and its author would become famous. The golden opiwrtunity
which is now offered should le seized
upon without delay. Let the gold bugs
find one of their number to lell the free
coinage cat!
The Las Cruces pajiers are filled with
stuff alioiit the Agricultural college.
The mud machines down there seem
to lie in good repair and everylxxly connected with the college in any way is
getting pretty well daubed. The readers
of the Las Cruces papers would doubtless heave a sigh of relief if the pacrs
would devote less space to the college
and more to news.
Sii.vmt City will repudiate her railroad
bonds, and Santa Fe will make an effort
to do the saine. Industrial Advertiser.
The Enterprise hits succeeded in getting the jieople of this town advertised
as repudiators. This may lie one of the
ways the Enterprise hns of inviting capital here and building up the town. It
may le good iolicy but it doesn't look
that way to Tub Eaoi.k.
A stock company was formed
hut
week, known as the Democrat Publishing company, which purchased the Albuquerque Democrat of J. G. Albright.
The paper will continue to Undemocratic
and is on the right side of t he silver
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Card of Thwiks.
The New Mexican is getting rather products of the county at Albuquerque
I desire to return my sincere thanks
enthusiastic. It claims about
of the congress. An
during the
of the delegates to the next national attempt might also be made to get one of to all the kind friends who rendered asdemocratic convention for the free and the proposed excursions to come here.
sistance in my late aflliction.
.
unlimited coinage of silver. It is to be
Mrs. W. G.
Last Monday evening Comanche'lodge
sincerely hoped that the New Mexican's
S. S. Brannin came in from the Sap-ell- o
claim may prove true, but it is well to No 6, Improved Order of Red Men, was
yesterday.
remember that it is not always safe to organized in this city with 71 charter
Acting Deputy Grand In- commence counting chickens too early members.
The Red men are organizing a lodge
in the season. It seems to us that there cohonia John B. Geiger was here and of Daughters of Pocahontas.
will be a hard fight to secure control of started the lodge up in working order.
A little daughter of Wm. Kilburn has
the next national democratic convention For the present meetings will be held been very ill for the past few days.
:
in the interest of silver. The first great every Monday evening. The officers are
A. H. Harllee has been appointed a
S.
A.
Sachem;
T.
Dr.
Williams,
W.
battle will be fought in Illinois and until
notary
public for this county by the govM
ichael
;
D.
,
ior
Sen
Sagamore F.
that Bhall have been decided nothing Goodell ,
ernor.
Keeper
Hicks,
R.
Sagamore:
J.
can be said with certainty as to the atti- Junior
of
Miss Josie Whitehill is left in charge
tude of a majority of the democrats of of Records; Dr. B. Gilbert, Keeper
of the Bank Building Bazaar during Mr.
Long,
A.
Prof.
James
Wampum;
the country on the silver question. It is
Schutz's absence in California.
certain that nothing can be hoped for
Ranchmen on the Gila are preparing
Cattle shipments over the Santa Fe
from tho republican party and it is too
late to organize a silver party with any from New Mexico have lieen heavier for to put in their crops. All of the irrihope of carrying the next presidential the past few weeks than ever before. gable land in the valley will be utilized
election. If relief is to be had it must The demand for cattle in the east is un this year.
come through the democratic party. Let precedented and is likely to continue
The distance between this place and
this fact be impressed firmly upon the for two or three vears. The outlook for Mogollón might be shortened a couple of
minds of silver men throughout the stockmen in New Mexico is brighter miles by opening a road by way of Chloride flat to the Mangas.
country and let them go to work system than it has been in ten years.
from
atically to gain control of the national
was
over
Givens
Crockett
A light rain fell here yesterday afterJ.
democratic convention. The silver for Central yesterday. He says that there noon. There was some thunder and it
res must not be divided. The solid sil have been some good strikes made re seemed for a time as though there might
ver phalanx must be massed under the cently in Copper flat and that the mines be a heavy shower.
banner of democracy and with a leader there are alrout all bonded. Miners
The recent advance in the price of
who is known to be a fighter in the cause there are looking for increased activity wool
has encouraged wool growers conof silver a great victory can be won in the camp in the near future.
siderably but there is room for further
Not a moment can be lost. The gold
Coin's financial series is worth read improvement in the price of wool.
inonometallists are actively at work and ing. "Uoiii 8 financial fccnooi,
a Dr. W. T. Williams, of this city, was
will Hccure control of both democratic Tale of Two Nations" or "Coin up to
appointed an examining surgeon of the
and republican conventions if plotting Date" may be obtained at The Eagle
pension bureau last week. Applicants
and the free use of money will accom ollice free by paying a year's subscrip
for pensions can now be examined here.
plish their purpose. The fight must be tion to The Eaoi.e in advance. The
commenced by silver men in the pre- Itooks sell at 25 cents each.
cincts, followed up in the county and
The Odd Fellows' ball which will I
state conventions and brought to an isgiven here next Friday evening will be
sue in the national convention. To make
one of the grandest social events of the
Stage Leaves Silver City Monit successful there must be a unity of
season. The Odd Fellows are making
win
to
and Fridays at
purK)se and a determination
extensive preparations for a royal good days, Wednesdays
Idle lioasting will count for nothing. It
8
a.
m.
time.
will be the greatest political fight since
Robert Black put in a big plate glass
Office at Wells Fargo & Co's Exthe campaign of 18f0 and the result to
& Son's store in place
in
window
Gillett
is
greatest
importance
of
press Office.
the
be attained
of one which had been broken. The
to the entire nation. Let the battle cry
weighed several hundred pounds.
lie "Sibley and Silver" and let the silver pane
lot of concentrates was brought
A
large
cohorts advance upon, and exterminate
from
Pinos Altos this week for the
down
the gold bugs.
smelter at the Flagler works.
Guns and Revolvers
Bicycles,
Telephone connection was made with
The current number of the Southwest
Promptly Repaired.
Illustrated Magazine is a very creditable Mogollón mining district yesterday.
Untes Kuiisomible.
Yunkio St. Silver City. N. M.
one. The magazine contains a numlier The line works nicely.
of interesting articles and is handsomely
illustrated.
two-thir-

ds

ses.-iio-

Hoi-man-

Mogollón Stage Line.

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

YOUR

ATTENTION

PLEASE.

It certain that there will be a large
attendance at the irrigation congress to
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures,
September.
etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
lie held at Albuquerque next
have business at the same place.
Already extensive preparations
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
been made for advertising the congress
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
and very low rates on all the railroads
from
will
attend
appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
will Ins given. People
Very Truly,
all parta of the country and it will le to
tho interest of the people of this county
R.
to have a creditable exhibition of the
is

J.

HICKS.
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A SCORCHING LETTER.
The President's Financial Policy
verely Condemned.

Se-

Senator

Stewart KeplieH to Cleveland')!
Letter to the Chicago Gold IIukh
In a Characteristic Way.

Your hitter of the 13th inst., addressed to Messrs. W. T. linker, George
W. Smith and otliers of the Chicago
committee, is timely. The country looks
to you as the great champion of the present financial condition of the country.
The policy for which you have labored
so long and so persistently has been established, and the money of the United
Slates reduced to the shrinking volume
of gold.
You say:

"What is now more needed
than anything else, is a plain and simple presentation of the argument
in
favor of sound money."
The truth of
this proposition cannot be denied. If
there is any argument in favor of the
sound money policy, which you have
adopted and forced upon the country, it
should be presented at once. Yon have
urged upon the country, in all your pub
lie utterances for the last 10 years,
the
necessity of sound money. You have
exited the curiosity of the people by
your frequent use of such phrases as
"sound money" and
currency,"
but you have never condescended to
satisfy that curiosity by stating what
those terms mean, or what is sound
money or safe currency. You say: "If
the sound money sentiment abroad in
the land is to pave us from mischief and
disaster, It must be crystallized, combined and made immediately active. It
is dangerous to overlook
the fact that a
vast number of our people, with scant
opportunity thus far to examine the
question in all its aspects, have, nevertheless, been ingeniously pressed with
specious suggestions, which, in this time
of misfortuneand depression, find
willing
listeners, prepared to give credence to
any scheme which is plausibly presented
as a remedy for their unfortunate condition."
You are right.

In this time of misfortune and depression the people are
willing to listen to any remedy for their
unfortunate condition. It is gratifying
to know that you have learned that this
is a lime of misfortune and depression,
and that you know that sound money is
the remedy. If you would kindly tell
the people what sound money is they
wo'ild understand the remedy you propose and could form their opinion as to
its probable elliciency.
In your letter to Uovernor Northern of
September 27, 189:1, you said: "I want
good, sound and stable money, and a
condition of confidence that will keep it

:
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in use. I am, therefore, opposed to the bimetallists.
He contended for "unfree and unlimited coinage of silver by limited coinage, of both metals upon
this country aloneand independently, terms of exact equality."
and I am in favor of the immediate and
This is the contention of the forces in
unconditional repeal of the purchasing favor of bimetallism and opposed to gold
clause of the
Sherman law. I monometallism, and this is the full exconfess I am astonished by the oppositent of the demands of the advocates of
tion in the senate to such prompt action silver coinage. Why do you argue that
as would relieve the present unfortunate a return to the coinage of lxth metals
situation."
upon "terms of exact equality" as esThe opposition in the senate, at which tablished by Jefferson and Hamilton and
you were astonished, was overcome, and maintained by all patriotic statesmen of
the prompt action which you declared every party previous to the clandestine
would relieve the unfortunate situation demonetization of silver in 1873 would
was obtained more than 18 months ago. debase the currency and destroy the
Yet, the then "present unfortunate sit- credit of the government? Have you
uation" to which you alluded has con- ever compared the prosperity of the
tinued and is now "this time of misfor- country under your illustrious predecestune and depression." Your confident sors, who maintained unrestricted coin-o- f
prediction that the repeal of the Sherboth metals, with the misfortune and
man act would relieve the "unfortunate depression which afflict the country
situation" rallied to your support the under your administration? Did it ever
commercial press, the boards of trade, occur to yon that Jefferson and Jackson
and the dealers in money and bonds, might be right and that you might be
called business men, and enabled you wrong? Did you ever consider the poswith the power anil patronage of your sibility of the radical change that you,
great olfiee to overcome the opposition Mr. Sherman and your associates in coin the senate which astonished you. operating with you, term the "forces of
The people naturally look to you for an safe currency," have made?
explanation, why the repeal of the purYou have disregarded not only the
chasing clause of the Sherman act did teachings of the fathers of the republic,
not relieve the unfortunate situation as but you have reversed the usages and
you predicted.
customs of the civilized world which exYour present plan of relief is a "plain isted for thousands of years previous to
and simple presentation of the argument 1873. You have destroyed one-ha- lf
of
in favor of sound money." Why do you the world's metallic money and en- -,
not. present that argument and say what hanced the value of the other half, fully
sound money is? Are you willing to 100 per cent. You have compelled the
trust the people with a plain statement debtor to surrender more than double
of what you mean, or are you using the amount of property to liquidate his
terms which you yourself do not under- debt, that, the money he borrowed would
stand? If the former, it reflects up
have purchased at the time he incurred
your good faith. If the latter, you are the obligation. You have increased the
advising others to use arguments which value of gold by refusing the use of both
you yourself are unable to present.
metals as money, and created a constant,
You say : "Disguise it as we may, the decline of prices until you have ruined
line of battle is di awn between the for- enterprise, deprived labor of employces of a safe currency and thoe of silver ment and produced universal distress.
monometallism." Your recent sale of
You now call upon the democrats of
$82.000,000 of bonds to the Iiothsehihls' Illinois to present a plain and simple arsyndicate for $9,000,000 less than their gument, which will satisfy the people
market value to obtain gold to maintain that a financial policy which makes
gold monometallism, is some evidence of them miserable is"sound money and safe
your familiarity with "the forces of safe curre icy." If you know such an argucurrency." Hut your assertion that, the ment why do you not produce it? If you
opposing forces are those of silver mon- know any argument that will convince
ometallism, shows that you do not the people that, it is right for them to
understand the position of the bimetal- suffer depression ami hard limes while
lism, or that you knowingly misrepre- all the wealth they produce is absorbed
sent their position.
by the dealers in lxmd.s and manipulaAssuming, as I mini, that it is want of tors of money, it is your duty to
present
information on your part, without the that argument without delay. Such an
least desire todeceive the xople,you will argument would be a new discovery
and
pardon me for informing you for what one never licfore used by any advocate of
the advocates of unrestricted coinage of your sound money forces. If you can
both gold and silver contend. This con- show that the
contraction of the volume
tention is so clearly slated by your sec- of money, of ultimate payment of gold
retary of the treasury, Mr. Carlisle, in alone has made times prosperous, nobody
his speech in the house of representaelse can. It all depends upon your sutives on February 21, 1878, that his ex- perior wisdom, The country is looking
act word) have become the motto of the to you, and you
alone, to explain why
,
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times are hard under your sound money in Europe and America, is in favor of
Henry Young is making some im
policy. You have delayed the explana- the coinage of both gold and silver upon provements on his ranch in the way of
tion too long. The country is getting terms of exact equality ; that the advo- buildings. Can it be posible that Henry
impatient.
cates of gold monopoly have nothing to is going to commit matrimony?
It is encouraging that you appreciate present in favor of their cause, except The newly elected city officers will
the necessity for prompt action. You such vague generalities as you yourself take the oath of office next Wednesday
say: "If the sound money sentiment employ, and that if you have no reason and the remaining offices will be filled
abroad in the land is to save us from for maintaining the gold standard which by the mayor and council.
mischief and disaster, it must be
d
will benefit your cause, then nobody
During the last six months of last
and combined and made imme- else has? Under these circumstances,' if
the Arizona Copper Co., of Clifton,
year
diately active." You are right. Your your gold combination is to be successshipped
5,777,119 pounds of copper, or
sound money gold monometallism is in ful, you must find some way of satisfydanger but when crystalized and com- ing the people that it is right for them 2,388 tons. For the same period the
bined, the danger will be greatly in- to be poor and miserable, if thereby Detroit Copper Co., shipped 3,911,188
1,955 tons of copper ;the total
creased, unless your plain and simple they can secure the smiles of the mani- pounds, or
of the two companies for the
shipments
presentation of the argument in favor of pulators of an alien gold trust; and that
six months was 9,688,307 pounds.
sound money is immediately presented. if
wheat are
cotton and
As the case now stands, your crystaliza-tio- n agreeable to the Rothschilds, the people
and combination of the sound money of the United States are sufficiently
sentiment, which you say is abroad, compensated for any sacrefice they may
might confine it to the banks and money make;
changers and leave the people of the
In conclusion, I assure you that when
United "States outside of the charmed your
d
argument in favor of
circle of the forces of gold monometalthe gold standard appears, I shall take
lism.
great pleasure in calling your attention
AVhatever may happen, you are enti- to any matters you may inadvertently
tled to the gratitude of the American omit, which are necessary for your case,
people for your bold and open advocacy
Democrat Publishing Company,
of the combination of gold monometal-list- s,
Articles of incorporation of the Demo
against the doctrine of your secretary of the treasury of the "coinage of crat Publishing company were filed in
both gold and silver upon terms of ex- the office of the territorial secretary yesact equality." You are doing what no terday. The capital stock is $25,000,
other president lias had the courage to divided into 250 shares of $100 each,
do since the crime of 1873. None of your The principal place of business is Albu
predecessors since that deplorable event querque, and the incorporators and dl
has dared to advise a combination of gold rectors are G. S. Easterday, A. A. Grant,
A. G. Wells, W. B. Childers and Louis
monometallists against the constitutional right of the American people, to have A. McRae. The life of the incorpora
years and its objects
coined at the mints both gold and silver tion is forty-nin- e
and thereby enjoy a sufficient supply of are:
"To publish and circulate a daily
money, of ultimate payment, to do the
business of the country, sustain enter- newspaper and such other periodicals
prise and furnish employment for labor. and small publications as may be deemed
Your confidence in your wisdom and advisable, and also for the purpose of
ability is sublime, when under present doing a general job printing, publishing
conditions you are willing to challenge business, book binding,"etc.
This corporation was formed to pre
comparisons between your policy and
vent
the Albuquerque Democrat from
of
of
the democratic
that the founders
going to the wall. J. G. Albright, it is
party, which placed you in power.
If you could point to any benefit you understood, wiil retire and a new force
have been to the country, your task will take charge editorially and in the
would be much easier. But in view of business office. The new corporation is
universal distress, your courage far ex a solid one. Dr. Easterday and W. B.
ceeds your discretion, unless you present Childers are well known democrats j Mr.
your reasons for gold monometallism Wells is the superintendent of the A. &
It sells lor 25 cents, but
without delay. There must be some- P. railroad, and A. A. Grant, the princithing in those reasons besides the catch pal stockholder, is a shrewd and highly
successful business man who has un- may be had free by sub
phrases, "sound money," "parity,"
"national credit," bounded faith in Albuquerque and in
"patriotic devotion," and the like. New Mexico. Mr. McRae is Mr. Grant's
scribers to THE EAGLE
Such talk is stale and can no longer re- Albuquerque representative and will
business
of
the
charge
have
probably
strain the people from just indignation
against the combination which has de- end of the concern, while it is said the who pay a year In advance.
prived the young and enterprising of all veteran newspaper man, W, S. Burke,
opportunity to acquire wealth and inde- will manage the editorial department
Mexipendence, and plunged the country into for the time being at least. New
can.
misery and want.
W. S. Hopewell sold 3,000 head of
Are you aware that every professor
except
county cattle last week to a couple
Sierra
of
economy,
political
and student
those in the employ of gold monopoly of eastern stock buyers.
crys-talize-

50-ce- nt

long-delaye-

Have
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Sibley And The Presidency.
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out the interposition of the usual party
E, E. GANDARA.
machinery.
If the call for Mr. Sibley should be
GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
what the interests of bimetallism sug- getft, it is not unlikely that party conven
tions may approve him. Should free Jewelry Made to Order Rep.airing
coinage delegates be in the ascendancy
Neatly Done.
why
in the democratic convention,
should not they to do their part toward
PRICES REDUCED.
the silver men of the country give him
the nomination? Why may not the pop- Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ulist convention name him as its choice?
Yunklo St. Silver City. N. M.
Why shall not the republican silver delegates who lolt their convention as bolt
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
it they must if they resent the foisting
of a goldbug candidate upon them
Range:
Fleming and
adopt him? All of these things are posvicinity.
sible. If he shall be the choice of the
neonle. unmistakably made known, they
mm Postoffice :
ic
are altogether probable; and if they
Silver City,
slinll happen, the overthrow of the gold
N. M.
power at tlie polls is inevuanie. itocKy
Mountain News.

If every voter in Colorado had heard
Mr. Sibley's two Denver speeches, and
had opportunity to learn by personal association his plain, unostentatious honesty and his unfathomed sympathy for
the struggling millions, every voter
would pray that lie might become president of the United States.
His speech in the afternoon gave no
adequate expression of the greatness of
the man. While it was a splendid address, filled with burning appeals for
patriotism, and it displayed with ample
fullness the breadth and statesmanship
of his views and the
firmness of his convictions upon bimetallism,
it required his evening talk to the young
men of Denver to open to the public the
true grandeur of his nature, the profundity of his mind, the lofty quality of his
eloquence and the deep sympathy which
lies unsounded in his heart, to which no
Every person
worthy unfortunate would lc likely to
$2.00 to
sending
come in vain.
Mr. Sibley is recommended by the The Eagle for a year's subscription will lie presented with a copy of
American bimetallic league as worthy of
the World Almanac.
the suffrages of the people for the
presidency.
He is not nominated
for that high office in any phase of
the meaning of that word. The lead
ing spirits in that patriotic organiza
tion Senators Jones and Stewart, General Warner, Mr. Pence, Mr. Bell and
others firmly believing that there is no
other way under the sun to concentrate
AND
and crystalie the silver sentiment of the
country so as to bring victory to tho
The Best Reference Book Printed.
cause, except by moving for bimetallism
A Volume of over 500 pages
outside of every other controverted
measure and outside of all party organ
It Treats 1,400 topics
ization, have recommended Mr. Siblev.
Endorsed by STATESMEN,
If the people desire him to le their can
K2
didate, he will meet their wishes ; if it
EDUCATORS and
should appear later that some person is
STUDENTS everywhere.
stronger t han he ; if another would be
more likely to unite the now scattered
Has Reached Such a State of Perbimetallic forces and more probably lead
fection That it Is a Veritable
them to victory than he, he will cheerIII
Encyclopedia of Tacts, Statisfully withdraw from leadership and be
tics and Events Brought Down
come the ardent follower and supporter
to January First, 1895.
of whomsoever the choice may fall
1895 volume is a whole library
upon.
itself.
One can hardly think
The silver men, in suggesting Mr. Sibley to the country for the presidency,
of a question it cannot answer. It tells
have returned to the early methods of
all about party platforms, election staJackson was not the nom. the fathers.
tistics, the new tariñ", religions of the
inee, when first elected, either of a con- earth, population everywhere, state and
. veotion or a congressional caucus. His
government statistics, occupations of
name was first suggested in a letter from
an obscure person, but it was taken up
men, foreign matters, literature, science
from hamlet to hamlet and finally from
I and education.
It is . . .
state to state, until the voice of the
people drowned the edict of caucuses
AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.
and made him president of the country.
If the people want Mr. Sibley for president, they should make it known by pepostpaid by mail,
tition and resolution; in the township
meeting and in mass convention. If he
Address THE WORLD, New York City.
continues in tho field it should be at the
call of the people, made manifest with
ed
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AT TULLOCH'S

CAMP.

The New Mill Startd-O- re
Ground at the
Rate of 60 Torn Per Day.
Tulloch'b, April 22. Imagine a base
drum 7 feet in diameter, 3 feet wide,
weighing 11 ,000 pounds.with 1800 pounds
of iron balls varying in size from 10 to 25
pounds each inside of it and a man at
the upper side feeding in ore at the rate
of 30 tons every 12 hours, the drum revolving at the rate of 22 revolutions per
minute and you have the Janeisch mill
which started up Friday in this camp.
The run made on that day demonstrated
the crushing powers of the machine, as
1000 pounds were fed through in ten
minutes, or at the rate of 3 tons per
hour. This mill appears to require less
power and a smaller force of men than
any other mill in the country, there being no crusher attached, any sized rock
from 6 inches to apinhead beingdumped
in and pounded to powder almost in-

stantly.
The fact having been established that
the mill will grind the ore, there is every
reason to believe that many like plants
will be in operation within the next few
years in this country ; the cheapness of
the mill being one of its most pleasing
features. While a stamp mill of the
same capacity as the one here would
cost many thousands of dollars this mill
costs but a few; probably $7,000. The
lessening of the cost by over 75 per cent,
in a mill of like capacity is an item of
such importance that its popularity with
those intending to put up quartz mills
may le imagined better than described.
The camp continues to hold its own;
new strikes being made almost daily.
There is scarcely a day passes but some
prospector discovers rock that makes
him feel he is wealthy and while all of
theni do not turn out as expected, enough
show up in a satisfactory manner to keep
up the interest of the searchers after the
yellow metal. All the ground in the
district is not yet located though some
individuals appear to bo laboring under
the impression unless they keep going,
and that at a lively rate, some of it may
get away. However, there is room for
more prospectors yet. And that remark
calls up the question Why is it that all
new mining camps are infested with
more or less location cranks?
PltOSPECTOK.

Baxter Rishop has fitted up a nice
office for the telegraph and telephone
companies at the postoflice store and has
made numerous other improvements
within the past few days..
Next Tuesday will lie the last day for
giving in assessment returns for this year.
After that time the assessor is authorized
to add the legal penalty. See that your
returns are in the hands of Assessor
Childers liefore next Tuesday.
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MOGOLLON NOTES.

Last Sunday Judge Wilson G. Holman,
who has been a resident of this county
for many years, during a great part of
which period he has been an invalid,
died at his home in this city, aged 69
years, 1 month and 2 days.
Judge Holman was a veteran of the
Mexican war and since the close of that
struggle he has resided in the southwest.
Hé was engaged in mining until he was
unable to do manual labor longer on account of paralysis. For some years previous to his election as probate judge of
this county in 1888 he received assistance from the county treasury in order to
enable him to support his family. He
was twice elected probate judge of this
county on the republican ticket and the
salary of this office, together with a
small pension which he received from
the government, enabled him to live.
In 1892 he was defeated in the republican convention for renomination and
soon after the expiration of his term of
office in January 1893 he went to the
soldier's home in California. He returned last year and has been practically
helpless ever since.
The funeral occurred on Monday
afternoon at 4 o'clock and was largely
attended by the residents of this city.

An

Interesting Huriget From a Lively
Mining Camp.

Mogollón, April 20. Not having
seen any dots from this place, I will give
you the news for the past week.
Mr. Wilkie, the proprietor of the leading lodging house in the camp, has just
finished painting and generally fixing
up bis building for the accomodation of
the traveling public.
Mr. Joseph Spoor, of Las Cruces, has
just rented a building in this camp and
will soon open up a brewery.
Mrs. Patterson, who was burned out
awhile past, has rebuilt her boarding
house and will move into it in a few
days.
Mr. Johnson, who was also burned
out at the same time Mrs. Patterson's
bouse was destroyed, has commenced to
lay the foundation of his hotel again, and
it will lie completed in a short time. For
the present Mr. Johnson in running the
Kerr hotel.
Mr. Fred Golden, has moved his paw
mill from five miles alwve here to within
one mile of this place.
Mr. Al Johns has bought out Mr.
Fred Golden's saloon business and is
now engaged in that avocation at the
old stand.
Recruits are wanted for the army at
Mr. W. F. Lorenz, of Silver City, was
Fort Bayard.
in the city last week shaking hands with
Bell and Davidson are prospecting the old friends and making new ones.
The Little Fanny mine paid off its
mining property which they have
leased from the Dorsey brothers and the men Monday.
Mogollón is building up very rapidly
results so far are very satisfactory. All
the ore which has leen taken out so far and new buildings continue to go up
has paid a good profit over the cost of daily.
There was a dance in the new hotel of
mining and milling.
Mrs.
Patterson last Wednesday night.
of
is
of
managers
the
intention
the
It
Mr. McGuire, who is interested in sevthe Silver City and Mogollón Telephone
company to put in telephones around eral mining claims out in this vicinity
town eventually, but for the present was in the city this week looking after
people will have to go to the postoflice his property.
It is claimed that this camp gives emstore when they want to talk with resito about 200 men, in the vaployment
dents of Mogollón and intermediate
mines
and there are very few idle
rious
points.
men in the neighlwrhood.
Last year's hay crop in the Gila valley
This town can lioast of about 1500 popin this county has been completly exulation. It has alxmt six saloons, ten
hausted. The demand for hay at Mog- Iwarding houses, two barlnT shops and a
ollón and at. feeding points along the
half dozen or more stores including one
route has been considerably greater than drug store.
it ever was liefore and better prices have
leen obtained. Hay is now retailing at
The Silver City
Mogollón at $50 a ton.
The members of St. Elizabeth's Guild
(consisting of the girls of Mrs. II. H.
Betts's Sunday school class) presented to
Rev. Edward S. Cross during Holy week,
a surplice, with an elegantly embroidered stole. Next Sunday morning, the
rector will preach on the life of St. Elizabeth, of Hungary and Germany, and it
is hoped that the memlwrs of St.
and also those of St. Agnes'
Guild, and of the Ladies' Guild, will lie!
present. The public is cordially invited.
,

TEN CENT STORE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and
CLOTHING!
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.

BORENSTEN BROS.

.
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for eating, etc., will have to be borne by
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
the territorial committee and by the
local committees.
THE
Preliminaries
Are Being Arranged
A meeting of the national committee
for a Monster Meeting.
MOUNTAIN
NEWS
will be held at Denver at an early date, ROCKY
which will be attended by several New
Established 18S0.
Excursions Will be Run from Albuquerque
Mexico delegates and a program for the
to Various Parts of New Mexico,
regular session will finally be determined
Texan mid Arl.uim.
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
on and fixed. The local irrigation com
of
which
mittee,
is
Hon.
Saint
E.
J.
(IN ADVANCE.)
At the meeting yesterday forenoon,
held by Hon. John E. Frost, land com- chairman, has already done a great deal
DAILY.
missioner of the Atchison, Topeka & of work in the right direction, and as Ono year, by mall
$7.S0
Santa Fe railroad, Col. Max Frost, secre- soon as the plans of the congress are Six months by mull
3.75
1.00
tary of the Bureau of immigration of the fully determined on, will do still more. Three months by mull..'
05
by mail
.territory of New Mexico, and Hon. Jo- The territorial committee, of which Col. Ono month
$2.50
Sunday edition, (10 pagos,) year
is
Frost
also
chairman,
has
accomplished
seph E. Saint, chairman of the local irriDally Editions Include tho Sunday.
gation committee--, the plans as far as a good deal already, and the territory
WEEKLY.
discussed and which in all likelihood through its efforts has received so far a
will be adopted to govern the holding of good deal of valuable free advertising. Ono year, 'by mall, In advance
$1.00
It is proposed, for the congress and for Sample copies of either edition on
the convention are as follows:
Application is to be made and strong the excursions to secure newspaper corefforts are to take place to secure special respondents for the leading dailies in
rates for delegates and others who desire Chicago, St. Louis and Denver, and have Tho News Is tho only consistent champion
to attend the irrigation congress, from these correspondents give the section of of silver In tho west, and should bo In every
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rail- tho territory through which they are to home in tho west, and In tho hands of every
in miner and business man In New Mexico.
road, from the Denver & Rio Grande, pass a complete and fair write-u- p
Send In your subscriptions at onco.
and from the Texas & Pacific railroad. their respective judgements.
All communications must be addressed to
C.
Hadley,
who
Walter
Hon.
to
was
If possible a one cent rate from Kansas
have
in
attended
tho
meeting
this
city
City, from Denver, from Log Angeles,
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
from Dallas and from Fort Worth will today failed to reach here in time for the
meeting, being detained in Chicago by
NOTICK KOH I'UW.ICATION.
be secured.
Land Office at Las Ciuicks. N. M., I
The business of the congress will con work for the congress in connection with
April II), 1H05. f
sume the first three days of the week advertising it. Everything indicates, VOTICE IS 1IERERY GIVEN THAT THE
following-mimed
ii
settler has filed notice
namely, the 16th, 17th andl8lh. There and judging by the character of the men of
his Intention to make tinal pnxf in supalter two excursions are to be organized who have charge of affairs, that the con- port of his claim, and tliat said proof will Ik!
made before the l'robate Judge or Probate
to assist the delegates of the congress gress will Ik) a success in the fullest sense Clerk at Silver (!lty N, M on May ST.lh. 185.
of
vlx: Martin Tellls. who made homestead apas
the
term
regards
exattendance,
and newspaper correspondents.
One
plication No. lñtHt for the w Vt of
H of sec.
excursion is to run north as far as Santa hibits of the agricultural resources of IS. tp 10 south of range 20 west.
He
names
following
to prove
the
witnesses
New
Mexico,
and the good advertising his continuous
Fe, making a short stay in that city,
residence upon and cultivaof,
land,
will
said
viz:
the
tion
that
territory
receive.
citThe
then going over the Santa Fe Southern
AM Duran, of Silver Olty, New Mexico,
and Denver A Rio Grande as far as Em izens of each nnd every town and of ('audio Tellls,
of Duncan, Arizona.
K. Kluldu.
budo, to examine the irrigation systems every precinct in tho territory, cannot
'
"
T. (Jonzules,
'
person who desires to protest against
and water supply of the Upper Rio commence any too early to prepare for theAny
of such proof, or who knows of.
allowance
exhibits of their products, as the atten any substantial reason, under the law and
Grande. This party will then take
dance of delegates will be large, and if the regulations of tho Interior department,
tour in daylight down the Rio Grande one cent rates, as contemplated, can
Ihj why such proof should not Ih) allowed, will lie
an opportunity at tho nliovi! menvalley, stopping a few hours at Socorro secured, the presence of many hundreds given
tioned time and place to
the
and Las Cruces and perhaps other places of men who desire to leave the middle witnesses of said claimant, and to otter evidencio In reliittal of that submitted
by
tvestern
and
to
states
come
is
out
west
then the party will go to El Paso, where
claimant,
John D. Huyan,
assured . Al buq uerq ue Ci ti zen .
Register.
if arrangements can be made with the
people of El Paso, a stay of several hours
is also contemplated. Then a night ride
3
--Wa
over the Texas Pacific and a daylight
ride through the Pecos valley as far as
Roswell, stopping at all points of interest on the road; At the stops carriages
will be provided for the delegates and
for the correspondents for the purpose of
inspecting the jwints of interest and irrigation systems, orchards, vineyards,
fields, etc. At Las Cruces it is also prois now used
Our Model 1893 Shot-Gu- n
posed to pay a visit to the Agricultural

IRRIGATION CONGRESS.

n-- w

cross-exami-

Winchester Repeating

Riflp.s

college.

The other excursion is to go west from
Albuquerque to Ash Fork, then over the
Santa Fe, Prescott & Phiunix toPluenix,
Arizona, where the irrigation systems of
the Salt river valley are to be examined.
The Santa Fe railroad, through the general manager, D. B. Robinson, has already granted free transportation, but
the sleepers and the necessary expenses
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Swift I) stru ilon Aiv.ilts u tunlion
nt tlm ottoin oí OI I Ocn.ut.

INDIAN
Vesac--

In looking at the oceans, the mind
almost instinctively turns to the fate of
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KINET03C0PE.

Sioux Chief Afraid to Tell Mb People
All He Saw at Wanhliisfou.

Probably no Indian who ever visited
Washington to counsel with the great
the ships which found their, rcütiug father returned to his tribe better sat- place upon their floors. If the r .a;kr fied with the results of his trip than
were appointed to inspect the bottom
the Sisseton Sioux Two Star, says the
of the drained sea, he would be uro 1o
Sjt. Paul Pioneer Press. He not only
look at once for some remnants of hi: accomplished the object of his mission,
kind, overwhelmed by storm or battle
but he was entertained in a style that
Fancy has depicted these vessel;! íií; falls to the lot of few of the nation i:
thickly strewn over the bottom of the wards. Agent Keller was with him, as
sea und at times as hung in the depths. well as the interpreter, Joe lirown.
unable, on account of the density of The latter, by the way, is a somewhat
the water, to find their way to the notable figure. He is a son of thai
earth. llut all sve know of the condi Mai. Drown who commanded the troops
tions of the deep leads us to believe at the battle of liirch Cooley during the
that the sunken vessel finds its way Sioux outbreak. He has lived all his
For
quickly to the foundations of the sea. life amoncr these Indians and now
In a few hours at most it reaches ils keeps a large store on the reservation
everlasting grave and is ready for the Two Star was sent to Washington uy
swift destruction which awaits it; his tribe to ask the immediate payment
form.
We want The Eagle to be read
to them of $199,000 of their principal
At the stroke of its fall it must in
now in the custody of the United States, during the coming year by every
part sink into the ooze, which every This sum now amounts to 11,099,000,
where is deep.
Quickly the creatures The Indians are in very destitute cir family in Grant county. It will
of the sea, who by long existence in cumstances this winter, owing to an
continue to be the best, neatest and
fields where food is scanty have learned
almost complete failure of their crops, newsiest local paper published in
to avail themselves of every chati je of
and the interest due them is not sufsubsistence, seize upon all the organic ficient to carry them over until next New Mexico.
It will advocate
matter whuh fortune has sent to fall. The impairment of the principal
and oppose
principles
democratic
them. Even the masts and the other is a matter which by law rests entirely
combinations
and
woodwork will shortly be honeycombed with the president. In this case he has all rings, cliques
by living species and weighed down by promised to follow the recommendation of whatever character.
encrusting forms. Thus before Ion
of the commissioner of Indian affairs,
the masts will fall and the decks will which is to the effect that the grant be
share in the ruin.
made.
She
If the reader could traverse the field
is a somewhat singular fact that,
It
d
chip:
whereunto came the
although Two Star was one of Gen.
of Trafalgar, he would probably, says Silbey's scouts and has always asso- will keep an eye open to all the
a writer m outh s Companion, be m
ciated with the whites upon terms of
of the taxpayers of the
prised at the slight effect they would the friendliest intimacy, he cannot interests
make on the landscape. Each wreck speak a word of English. His enjoy- county, every one of whom will
would most likely appear as a low ment of the white man's amusement is, find it to his interest to take The
mound of debris, in which it would be however, none the less keen. Senator
difficult to trace the semblance of the Kyle's clerk, Duncan McFarland, took Eagle.
stout craft which waged the greatest him to see the kinetoscope. As he
In order to enable every person
of all time.
t
looked in upon the picture in motion a in Grant county to judge of the
Ships of European people lmvo been look of amazement, not unmixed with
will send
for centuries finding their wuy to the a degree of consternation, crept over character of the paper, we
ocean.
Probably
over
a
of
the
floors
his face. He stepped buck end looked
hundred thousand vessels have met this around, above and below the ase to
(6a(le
fate sin 2e the tiir.o when our rase beffnn find out what caused the c.',:; .it "on. It
way
world.
around the
Yet was some time before lie coul. I be perto find its
by far the greater part of these have suaded to again apply the eye l.i the rom now until June 15, 1895, for
fallen upon the shallows near the shore, aperture, and when the ma :hine :;' tipped
where the swift currents and rapidly with a click the noble red i:i;:n j imped 25 cents. Send in your subscrip
moving debris are likely to aid in their us if he had heard the w..n.io p oi tion and that of your neighbor.
destruction and buriul.
some of his tribal enemies.
How swiftly they disappear in these
lie was equally amaze,;, but none the
Address
conditions may be judged by the expert less pleased, with the phonograph, and
ence of a diver who has sought for insisted upon having a selenium by the
She feujlf,
sunken treasures. Almost invariably, .Marine band repeated. ll. w: .a:;en
so
years
has
or
passed
hundred
a
after
n an amateur athletic and ,'v!.iii.'.:;nun
Silver City, N. M.
they find that the craft is quite lost to l.trformanco at the ColuuViii AthL-lisight. Fur more money has been spent ;!ub, and witnessed the exhibí. i oi
in these explorations than has been ikill and enduran e with a L'it;;iit I'.v.i
won from them.
almost childlike. Jiisú U foivhi
Curiously enough, the most permanleparture for the west, Two Star said
ent records of man's empire of the seas ,: a correspondent:
are being written in the ashes from the
"I was here in 1817, but no one paid
eoal-fe- d
fires of the steamships. This .ny attention to me then. I think
waste is in its nature indestructible,
Washington is a much nicer place nov
and the mass of material contributed in ;t will be no use for me to tell my
any one year to the ocean floors is to be uoplo about tho things I have seen
reckoned bv the million tons. In time ,:i 1 heard (referring to the kinetoscope
all the great ship routes will be pacd
.i.l phonograph), for no one would bewith this debris, which will be bvxilt ieve me. They would say I was not
into the rocks, to remain as the most
.peaking the truth."
enduring physical monument of man's
sway upon this sphere.
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PROFESSIONAL
BAIL
Will

&

corner Texas and
Muring streets.

terri-
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NEW MEXICO.

TAMES S. FIELDER,

')

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Office In Broadway Hotel.

11.

iVt

PICKETT,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N.

M

HAULLEE,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

SILVER CITY

N. M.

JOHN M. GIN'N.

O

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice in all the Courts of the

SILVER CITY.

Territory.
-

-

1
N. C. Collier,
II. II. Hamilton,
N. It. Laughlln, )
J
G. I). Itantz,
W. It, Walton, Clerk

-

The first of American Newtipajwrs,

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

Associates

Third Judicial District
Surveyor General
U. S. Collector
U.S. District Attorney
U.S.Marsha
Deputy U.S. Marshal
II. W. Loonils,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. W. Fleming,
.1. II Walker, Santa Fe Register Land Office
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fo Rec'v'r Land Office
John I). Bryan, LasCruces Reg'r Land Olllco
J. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces, llec'v'r L'd Office
Reg'r Land Office
Richard Touiig, Roswell
W. G. Cosgrove. Roswell,
Rec'v'r Land office
Reg'r Land Office
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Office
H. C. Plckels. Clayton,

Easley,
Charles M. Shannon,
J. It. lleiiimlugway.
Edward L. Hall,

SILVER CITY,
A

Delcgato to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

Thomas R. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorlon Miller.
Thomas Smith,

N. M. Charles

SILVER CITY

HL.

THE SUN.

FEDKRAL.

ANCHETA,

SILVER CITY

1895.

Ufllclal Directory.

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
practice In all the courts of the
tory.

24.,

1

TKIMUTOKI

The American Constitution, the American
Idea, the American Spirit. These first, last,
and all the time, forever.
Dally, by mull

SO

a year

Dally and Sunday, liy mall

.8 a year

The Weekly

Sluyeiir

AL.

N. M.

Solicitor General
J. P. Victory.
p T. PHILLIPS.
District attorney
:
J. H. Crist. Santa Fo,
R. L. Young, Las Cruces.
V. PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
"
"
Alb'qne.
N.
T.
Wllkerson.
Olllco at Hulley's drill? Store. Rooms
at A. H. llarllee. Silver City,
Dr. Halley's residence.
"
"
11. M. Daugherty. Socorro,
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
SILVER CITY
N. M A. A. Jones, Las Vegas,
"
"
Eddy,
John Franklin.
in the world.
Librarian
Jose Segura,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
ClerkSupreme
Court
S. Clancy,
II.
M.
A.
p
Penitentiary Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
lt Silver City Chapter. No. 3, at Masonic E. II. Bergiiiniin.Siiperlnteiident
Adjutant General
KnaelKil.
Hall. Resillar convocations on ikl Wednes- Geo.W.
Treasurer
day evening of cacli month. All companions Samuel Eldodt.
Address T1IK Sl'N, New York.
Auditor
Marcelino Garcia,
E. CosimovB,
Invited to attend.
11. P.
Hunt,
Schools
of
Chave,
Amado
Pekiiy K. Lady, Sec'y.
Coal Oil Inspector
M. S. Hart,

The Sunday Sun

F.&A.M.

A

en Don't

il. Silver City Lodge.
ic Hall,

No. 8. Meets at Mason
COURT OF PHIVATR LAND CLAIMS.
over Silver City Nat'l Hank, the
Thursday evening on or before the full moon
Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
each month. All visiting lirollicrs invited to
Associate Justices Wilbur V. Stone, of Cou. Hknnktt. V. M
auemi.
lorado; Thomas (!. Fuller of North Carolina;
PmiUY R. Lady, Sec'y.
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
E. S.
Sluss. of Kansas.
0 tSllver
Cltv fliimti- - Nn S It V
M..iu
of Missouri. United
Matt G. Reynolds.
every 1st and 3d 'Tuesday In each month at States Attorney.
masonic null. Mlts. k. u. T. waiikkn, W. M
Mks. Nki.i.y R. Lady, Sec'y.
COUNTY.
O.F.
I O.Jas
L. Ridgely Encampment

No.

R. V. Newsham,
N. A. Bollch,
E. M. i oiing.

meets
the ad and 4th Wednesdays of each month.
Bnvlor Shannon.
isiiing patriaren cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins. C. P. A. B. Laird.
T. N. Glillders,
J. J. Kkixy, Scribe.
1.

G. R. Brown.

O. O. F.

S. S. Branniu,
Isaac Tilfany Lodge. No. 1.1. meets at Odd A. J. Clark.
rellows' Hall. Bank building. Saturday ev- Tilomas Foster
enings. Members of the order cordially in- II. T. Link.
vited to attend.
F. P. Joni-nN. G.
Ciiaici.ksG. Bki.u Sec'y.
J

.

1

Probate Judge

:

A

O. U. W.

i Meets on the 1st and ;ld Tuesday of each
month. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
C L. t'ANTI.KY, M. F.
K M. Yotmo. Rec.

Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner Further waste
Commissioner money on drugs,
School Superintendent
menta, eto. They
you. You have
them and know,
CITY

WAYN

KlltE DKPAI1TMEST.

Skelly

rhlef

Silver lly 1'ohI ;ll e.
Office onn dally except Sunday fiinn H
to 7 p. m.
Open Sundays from tl to 0:40 a. in., and one

at II: Hi a. in.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at M ii. in.. Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
dally at p. m.
Mall arrives from Moiollou and Intermedi
ate points at 7 a. in.. Wednesdays. Fridays
nun tviuuuys.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sun lays at U:!t) u. in.
L. A. SKKI.I.Y.

I'OSTMASTKIt

willing

well-kno-

St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
0. 0. Whltohlll
Foreman. It. It. Hose Co.
.1.
W. F. líos Co
Steve
I'hle
Foreman.
a.m
W. F, Loren. Foreman. Hook an I I. a. hi .iri'd

ly

ik
s

precious time and
vacuum treat-wil- l
never cure
probably tried
is
5. Nature
S and waiting; to

Mayor cure vou. and no'SííiltS? man sunering
Treasurer from the following 'MftW is incurable:
Clerk Seminal M'enkneNN, Emission. Pnrtlnl
Attorney or Xulnl Imnotenee, Itraln Exhaustion,
Marshal I.ONHrN,
Indiscretion,
ForgetfulnCNH,
NleenleanneNN, etc But natures own remedy
scientifically
be
muRt
used. It is EXEC
IIOAItn OF EDUCATION.
TitHTl'Y,andthe greatest possible perfection
Wm. Brahm.
G. N, Wood,
for its application is attained in the
R. L. Powel.
Dr. Nundcn Herirlo Belt. This invention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, ana we refer
COUNCII.MEN.
BiiHorers to hundreds of cures in every State.
M. K. White.
Jas. Glllett.
Throw drugs to the dogs, and Join our army
Geo. D. Jones.
Martin Maher
of cures in blessing the greatest boon ever
given weak men. This belt also cureB:

L. A.

hour after arrival of railway mail.
Money order department open daily except
Sundays from Ha, ni. toil p. m.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard. Central, Hanover. Georgetown and alt railroad points dai-

I

Treasurer

f O. O. F.
Fleming.
If Helen Lodge, No. 7. Relmkah Degree J. W.
W. Carter.
Meetings -- second and fourth Friday nights In .1.
Wm,
r. Lorcuz.
each mouth, at hall of 1. S. TllVany Lodge No.
Bank building. Mus.M.A.Ciiu.dkks.N.G. Frank Wright,
C. L. Cantley.
Miss I'eaiu, Dotson. Sec'y

of p.
IV. Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month. atOdd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
Invited.
J. E. Whitk.CC
J. J. Shkhiiian. K. R k S.

ÍMáfsXs Electric Bellí

Rheumatism, Lame Back,
Lumbago,Dyspepsia,Kidney
and Liver Complaints, and
general

ill-heal- th.

lr Sanden's
"Three Classes of Men,"

TÜPEKA
SANTA FE
A pocket edition of
brated book
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
In Effect Auqust 3, 1894.
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"
II: 15 a. m.
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Silver City
Denilng
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Rincón
L is Cruces
F.I Paso

John

II.

Vft.
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DESTINATION.

1.1:1!)
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a.

111.

p. in.
i li:5l a. m.
1:11 p. m.
i
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cele-

will be sent free, sealed, upon application
Every man should read it. It in the only iu.1
and complete guide for
evit
offered.
Free to everybody. Mend lor It.

l

::M

"
"

7:M) p. m.

Arrives.
.Milium. Agent.

The Sanden Electric Co,
Ho. 928 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
Alao New York, Chicago d: London, Enp.
Concern in the World I
Largest
Electro-Medic-

